The next entry (no. 13) is the letter of 4 August, which we know from a copy on the Patent Roll,' announcing the adherence of the king and Edward to the constitution agreed to at Oxford. Beyond these omissions and additions and the transposition of the order in which the different items are given, the most striking differences are in the lists of the council, of the Twelve, and of the Twenty-four to treat of the aid for the king. Among the council the Coke Roll includes Philip Basset in place of John fitz Geoffrey, and, among the Twelve, William Bardolf in place of the bishop of London. Among the Twenty-four to treat of the aid the Coke Roll, like Tiberius B. IV, includes William of Powick and John of Oare ; a but the names of those they replaced are left in the list, and we have therefore twenty-six names in all. The two omissions should presumably be John Grey, whose name is omitted in Tiberius B. IV,8 and John fitz Geoffrey, who died in November, 1258.4 The name of the bishop of London, who died in May, 1259, is retained in the Coke Roll, presumably by an over~ight.~ Of these lists we have more to say later.
Turning now to paragraphs nos. 23-33, we may first note that the documents underlying four are already known. These are a writ dated 20 October, 1258 (no. 23) to be found both on the Patent Roll and in the Burton A n n a l~,~ *a letter (no. 24) from the council (of the Fifteen) and the twelve representatives of the Commune which is embodied in a later document on the Patent Roll,' a writ (no. 25) to be found in slightly differing versions in the Burton Annals and among Matthew Paris's Additamenta,"
Letters of Hen III (Rolls Series), ii. 129.
' Tiberius B. IV, fo. 213v0. Awre or, as it is usually written, Aure is undoubtedly Oare, Somerset. The name of John fitz Geoffrey is, however, erroneously retained. He was alive on 8 November (Cal. Patent Rolls (1258-66), pp. 2, 5). but dead by 27 November (ibid. (1247-58) , p. 666). Philip Basset and the bishop of London are mentioned as his executors on 29 November (Close Roll, 43 Henry I11 (C. 54/74), m. 14). We may note that Close Rolls, nos. 72, 73 and 74, are now available in print, but our references are adequate to identifying the entries cited and we have not therefore added references to the printed volume (Close Rolls, 1256-59) .
See below, p. 305.
Letters of Henry III, ii. 130-2 ; Annales Monastici, i. 453-5.
' Foedera, i. 381.
Annales Monastici, i. 456-7 ; M. Paris, Chronica Maiora, vi. 396-7. and a list (no. 28) , which is entered on the Patent Roll,' of the four knights in each county appointed to hold inquisitions into complaints of oppression. The writ to the sheriff mentioned in paragraph no. 27 may be one of 28 March, 1259, directing that there be read in the county court and elsewhere the long letter of that date explaining the reforms agreed to by the king and the baron^,^ but the abstract is too summary to make this identification certain. The rest of the entries by reason of their novelty are of more interest.
Paragraph no. 26 appears to establish the date (1 0 July, 1258), hitherto unknown, of Edward's formal submission, and thus enables us to make a small but not unimportant correction in what has been understood to have been the order of events. The fact of Edward's submission is mentioned, without date, in the letter from " someone at court *' embodied in the Burton A n n a l~,~ but the wording suggests that this was after the departure of the Poitevins from Dover on 14 July, and has misled recent ~r i t e r s .~ Paragraph no. 29 is certainly of considerable importance. It is a memorandum that the justices and other learned men-that is, the official councillors of the king-are to consider the amendment of the laws before the assembly of the next parliament : they are to meet a, week earlier, when apparently they are to consult with the Fifteen. This procedure seems evidently designed 'to secure adequate consideration for those articles in Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58 (Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58) . p. 664 ; Foedera, i. 374). It may be noted that up to 1 I July warning letters were being sent against acting on Edward's instructions (Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58) , pp. 639-41 ; Foedera, i. 374). Dr. Treharne (op. cit., p. 78) follows Matthew Paris (Chronica Maiora, v. p. 702) in giving the date of embarkation as 18 July ; but there is no indication of such a delay in official documents and Fitz Thedmar states categorically that all, including William of St. Ermine and other followers of the king's brothers, crossed the Channel on the appointed Sunday or the following day (Likr de Antiquis Lcgibus, p. 38).
the " Petition of the Barons " which could not be dealt with in the brief time available at the parliament of Oxford, and it appears to have resulted in the Providencia baronm Anglie, whatever date we may ascribe to that d0cument.l The point, however, upon which we would lay stress is that we have here additional proof that the parliaments constituted according to the 16 6 L .
Provisions of Oxford " were not, as has been suggested, in fact composed solely of the king, the Council of Fifteen and that of the Twelve." a The justices and the principal officers of the chancery and the exchequer had their place in the parliaments of Henry I11 as they had in the parliaments of Edward I, nor can we imagine that the justiciar would be absent.' The appointment of fifteen magnates as permanent members of the council, with the addition of twelve others at the periodical parliaments, was intended to provide an elaborate means of control ; but these devices implied the continuance of the normal judicial and administrative institutions of the country. Nor was there any suspension of the recognised course of parliamentary business, and in dealing with difficult questions referred to parliament the assistance of the judges and the king's ministers must obviously have been require~l.~
The point is of such fundamental importance in the history of parliament and the misconceptions so serious and so general that we need no excuse for going into some detail. Our conten-' For the text see Oxford Studies in Social and Legal History, Professor Jacob discusses the date at pp. 82 ff. and comes to the conclusion (p 72) that the date is March, 1259, as Professor Powicke has also done (Baronial Council, p. 126, n. 4 we may note that, since the bishop of Salisbury war one of the proctors of the clergy, there was pretty certainly a substantial gathering of prelates at the Candlemas parliament of 1259, at least of others than those who chanced to be among the Fifteen or the Twelve.
Paragraph no. 33 indicates the degree of humiliation to which the king was subjected. At Oxford it had been decided to reform the royal households ; in practice this seems to have meant the ejection of the more dignified of the king's (and presumably also of the queen's and Edward's) menial servant^.^ Doubtless some of these had been guilty of abusing the king's right of prise,8 and Hist. MSS. Comm. , Report on the Manuscripts of Lord Middleton, pp. 67-9.
We may observe that it is highly probable that all those whose names are mentioned in this document attended the Candlemas parliament.
a The reform of the households of the king and queen is mentioned in both versions of the "Provisions of Oxford" and the households of the king and Edward in the letter " from someone at court " in the Burton Annals (Annalu Monastici, i. 445). It has been doubted whether any serious attempt was made to carry this into effect (Tout, Chapters in Medieval Administrative History, i. 298-9). Certainly there seems to have been no complete purge. Though the stewards, for example, were displaced (ibid.), as well as the cook and the usher of the buttery, the marshal of the horse, Elias the establishments were probably upon an extravagant scale, but the blow to royal pride would not be mitigated by such considerations. In this, as in other matters, the barons provided a precedent' for the Ordainers in their dealings with Edward 11.'
We turn now to discuss the relation of the Coke Roll to other contemporary records.
It is but rarely in the Middle Ages that we have so many documents, as we have for the years from 1258 to 1267, to illustrate the successive stages of legislation and constitutional reform. If we had to rely solely upon official sources our information would be much more fragmentary than it is, for although at one time there must have been on the chancery files a collection of minutes,. memoranda and drafts, these have long since been dissipated and destroyed, and the documents considered worthy of enrolment were few. But because there existed for a time a council dominated by a baronial oligarchy which, it is scarcely an exaggeration to say, in Professor Powicke's words " was not regarded and did not behave as an expression of the Curia Regis," ' there was need for the multiplication of documents which normally perhaps would exist only in one or two copies. In this way several private or semi-official collections of state papers were doubtless made, collections varying in content with the interest or duties of their original possessors. The most noteworthy of those that survive in any form is the one that came into the hands of the Burton annalist.' Another collection probably found its way to We can, we think, point to evidence that these collections were made with a practical end in view, and were not merely put together as souvenirs or to gratify monastic historians. We have already drawn attention to the differences in the lists of those composing the council of Fifteen, the Twelve and the Twenty-four to treat of the aid for the king.' These differences can only have been due to attempts to keep the lists up to date, although it would seem that an imperfect indication of the omission of a name might cause the copyist sometimes to include one or two too many : in this way we may account for the twenty-five names in Tiberius B. IV and the twenty-six names in the Coke Roll, where we require only twenty-four for the complement of the commission to treat of the aid. The differences in the Iists of the council and the Twelve are of greater historical importance and merit some detailed study. the Iist of those " ex parte communitatis electi " are entered on the face of the roll and upon the dorse is a Iist headed " Isti sunt de Consilio."
The original order in each case is indicated by the five series of numbers which follow the sequence of the manuscripts. We cannot trace any significance in the variations in order. The close relation between the Burton-Tiberius and Coke texts is, however, evident. In the original list of the Twelve the name of Philip Basset must have been so written as to make his position uncertain : his name is, however, the only one that varies in its order. In the Coke list of the Council, Philip Basset fills the place left vacant by John fitz Geoffrey's death, but there is no other variation except that the earls of Aumale and Hereford have been reversed in order. 
(5) (I I) Thomas Gresley (10)
(10)
(1 1) (1 2) Ciles of Argenton (1 1) (8) ( 1 1) (10) William Bardolf
- (6) (12) (6) Earl of Oxford
From these lists it would seem as though the vacancy in the council caused by the death of John fitz Geoffrey in November, 1258, was not filled by the appointment of Philip Basset until six months or more had elapsed. It should be noted that, although the names of the justiciar and the chancellor are added to the Close Roll list, this does not imply that either was among the Fifteen ; quite obviously their presence on the council would be a matter of right.l That their names are omitted from the other Another list, dated 13 October, 1259, identical with that in the Coke Roll and the Memoranda Roll, but with the addition of the name of " Hugues le Bigot, justice de Angleterre." is to be found in the ratification of the Treaty of Paris by the council (L.uyettes du T r h r des Chartes, iii. 490 ; also, from an incorrect copy among the Carte Papers. Foedera, i. 390). Hugh Bigod's name appean also in what seems intended for a list of the Fifteen in the Cronica Maiorum et Vicecorniturn Londoniam, s.a. 1257-58, which, however, lacks the names of Richard Grey and John fib Geoffrey, although it seems to date from before the death of the latter, who is subsequently mentioned. Hugh Bigod must presumably be included as justiciar (Liber de Antiquis LRgibus, pp. 37-8). The notes of warranty on the Chancery Rolls also frequently include the justiciar by name among the members of the council : Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58), p. 440, lists signified no more than that their membership of the council was assumed. The important question was "which of the magnates was required to attend although holding no ministerial office? " ; in other words, " who constituted the Fifteen ' " ?
It may be observed that Humphrey de Bohun appears as " Earl of Hereford " in the Burton-Tiberius list of the Twelve,' and that in both the Coke Roll and the Memoranda Roll the name of Philip Basset has been included among the Twelve, presumably by mistake, after his appointment to the Council. It may further be noted that Fulk Basset, bishop of London (against whose name the word mortuus has been written in the Memoranda 296,309,318,334 ; Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58). pp. 644,649,650,654 (1258-66 The bulk of the new appointments settled at Oxford had effect from 22 June, others from 23 and 27 June, ibid., pp. 637-9. Sherborne, which is not mentioned in either the Burton Annals or Tiberius B. IV, was not committed to Stephen Longespee, who already had been given Corfe, until I I July, but this decision was taken after the break-up of the Oxford Parliament (ibid., p. 639). For later changes see ibid., pp. 649, 654-5. a Baronial Council, p. 120. We doubt, however, whether they " had probably been at work for a month before the adjourned parliament met," if by this is meant that they assembled as a body and drafted proposals. The language of the letters patent of 2 May (Foedera, i. 371-the Calendar is inaccurate) and of 5 May (Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58). p. 627) seems impossible to reconcile with this view. Probably members of both groups of twelve did in the interval consider to some extent the problems with which they were charged, and there may have been opportunities for consultations between both sides ; but three of the Twenty-four, Simon de Montfort, Guy de Lusignan and Hugh Bigod, were for practically the whole of the time in France (M. Cavrilovitch 
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reform of the Jewry.l The explanation of this omission is, doubtless, that the section should come at the beginning of the 6 6 Provisions," that it was lost from the Coke Roll-being written perhaps on a separate membrane-sometime between the date of its writing and the seventeenth century, and that it was misplaced in the Burton-Tiberius original. Nor can we conceive of any document such as the " Provisions of Oxford " being drafted in a way which put an article providing for the reform of the Church in the place it occupies in the Burton Annals and Tiberius B. IV ; the medi~val sense of propriety would, without question, have put the Church in the first paragraph. The four articles which deal with the principal officers of the Crown thereupon follow logically and, it may be noted, grammatically. The article concerning sheriffs comes naturally after one dealing with the king's ministers, and a reference to the exchequer might well then suggest the Jewry. Escheators are a kindred subject, and with the paragraph that concerns them we come to the beginning of the Coke Roll, the order of which seems manifestly superior to that of the other texts. It seems obvious, for example, that the oath of keepers of the castles and their names should come together, as they do in the Patent Roll and the Coke Roll, and should not be widely separated. And again, the provision that three parliaments are to be held a year should come logically before the names of the Twelve elected to treat with the council at those parliaments. Two paragraphs, however, in the first twenty-two articles of the Coke Roll appear to be interpolations : the eleventh which records the delay granted to Henry of Almaine before deciding whether or not to take the oath of the Commune, and the thirteenth, the king's letter of 4 August, 1258. The former is not in pari materia, and makes an obvious interruption ; the latter, being subsequent to the date of the proceedings at Oxford, seems manifestly out of place. For in our view it seems necessary to suppose that the conclusions of the Oxford parliaAnnales Monastici, i. Ibid., pp. 637-9.
ment were reduced to writing, not only in the form of separate memoranda as individual decisions were made, but in the form of ordered minutes to which reference could be made by the new government which carried on the work of the Twenty-four. Some explanation is needed of the relations between the Twenty-four and the reconstituted Council to which they handed over the task of reform. We must admit that the exact scope of the activities of the Twenty-four is likely to remain conjectural, largely, however, because the conception of what should be their functions changed rapidly under -the impact of the events of June and July, 1258. Originally they seem to have been charged with all save, perhaps, the routine work of the king's council. Besides their ginera1 duty to " order, rectify
and reform the affairs of the kingdom,l they were expected, for example, to settle the difference between the king and Simon de ~o n t f o r t as to the lands to be assigned in respect of the yearly fee and the debts due to him.= The statement in the 6 6 Provisions of Oxford " that the Twenty-four were to reform 9 , the affairs of the Church " kant il verrunt liu et tens shows pretty conclusively that the gravamina of the ~l e r g y ,~ as well as the " Petition of the Barons," had been referred to them. Ultimately the Twenty-four were superseded by the Fifteen ; but for a few weeks the two bodies may have had some sort of co-existence.'
The Fifteen had not been selected by 22 J~n e ,~ but the new council was certainly constituted by the 28th, upon which day Henry of Wingham took oath " coram baronibus Anglie de custodia sigilli Regis."
The Lusignans had withdrawn in the Foedera, i. 37 1.
a Cal. Patent Rolls (1247-58). p. 627. Annales Monastici, i. 412 ff. The articles as given here are presumably not in the form in which they were ultimately presented to the king. Above, p. 293.
' As seems to be implied by the language of the paragraph in the " Provisions" dealing with the chancellor's oath (see below, p. 313). Dr interval ; l and on the 28th the Oxford parliament seems to have broken up to go in their pursuit. Some days of confusion followed. Wingham himself did not rejoin the king until 3 July at Winche~ter.~ On 5 July the Lusignans received their safeconduct for over~eas.~ Since William of Valence and Guy and Aylmer of Lusignan had been three of the Twenty-four, it is obvious that three vacancies were now created, unless, as is indeed probable, they had already been replaced by Peter of Savoy, the earl of Aumale and James of Audley, the three magnates elected to the council of Fifteen, who were not among the king's or barons' original nominees. However that may be, only seven of the Twenty-four (excluding the Lusignans) did not find a place either among the Fifteen or in an office which constituted membership of the council, for, as we have already pointed out, Hugh Bigod and Henry of Wingham, as justiciar and chancellor, were members ex oficio. It might well, therefore, have been difficult to have distinguished the actions of the Twenty-four from those of the council, but it seems certain that it was quite definitely the council that at once took up the tasks left unfinished at Oxford, and also assumed the direction of current affairs.
On 8 July, while the court was still at Winchester, it was arranged that the " amendment a la Cperie," which is mentioned in the " Provisions of Oxford " as a task to be performed, should be considered on the 28th of the month. The entry on the Close Roll ' is worth reproducing in full : It is evident from this that not only had the council fixed the day for the consideration of the question, but that it was the council which would decide upon the reforms to be effected. In the latter part of July also a large number of letters, all bearing the date 1 August, were prepared and dispatched to Rome by the hands of master Rostand, the nuncio ; " and all this," we are told, " was done by the counsel of the earl of Leicester, the earl Marshal, Peter of Savoy, the earl of Warwick, John Maunsel, John fitz Geoffrey, Peter de Montfort and others of the king's council.*' l Moreover, we have the notes of warranty upon the chancery rolls which clearly testify to the authority exercised by the council from 6 July onwards.', But it would seem as though the committee of the Twentyfour had not yet been formally dissolved. A passage in the Cronica Maiorum et Vicecomitum Londoniarum describes the action of " quidam de predictis duodecim baronibus "Apresumably the twelve elected in May ex parte procerum-in obtaining the formal adherence of the City to " quicquid predict; barones providissent ad commodum et emendationem regni." This was on 23 July ; on 4 August, but not until then, the king formally announced the constitution of "nostre conseil des prodes hommes de nostre terre " for redressing and amending all the affairs of king and kingdom, promised-to accept t h e decisions of the ment of the country ; up to that date, however, it seems to have lacked formal recognition and to have been covertly opposed by the king and his friends;
The council proceeded with the tasks set by the Oxford parliament. On 5 August, the day after the king's announcement of the new council, proclamation was made in London regulating the exercise of the king's right of prise,' one of the reforms, as the Coke Roll indicates, decided upon at Oxford. Other reforms, in particular those demanding more formal legislation, could not be accomplished so speedily ; but again we may note that the limitation upon the acquisition of land by religious houses, another of the reforms of the Oxford parliament of which we are informed by the Coke Roll, was included in the " Provisions of Westminster " in October, 1259.'
Without attempting, however, to show in any detail the manner and order in which effect was given to the resolutions of the Oxford parliament, it is clear that very little was accomplished immediately, and that it was some weeks before the council had a free hand. It was then a mere matter of prudence to collect the scattered memoranda of such decisions as had been taken, and to reduce them to order. This step was taken, it would seem, early in July or on the last day or two of June, for we have no hesitation in ascribing the original of the Burton-Tiberius text to that time. The list of keepers of castles contains no appointment later than 27 June : it is an Oxford list.4 Nor is there anything in the original-as distinguished from corrections in the two copies--which points to the use of material of a date later than June or (excepting the paragraphs regarding the election of the Twenty-four) from any source other than the resolutions of the Oxford parliament. The confusion of the text may be due to haste or to the incompetence of the clerk employed to put together material on perhaps half-a-dozen slips of parchment ; the resolutions of the Oxford parliament and not merely the resolutions of the Twenty-four. What we conceive to have happened is that the ~wenty-four, from time to time during the session of the parliament, stated their proposals and that, possibly after debate, these received the approbation of the king and others present. In this way the language and some of the inconsistencies of the document can be explained. The Twenty-four never speak in the first person : if they speak at all in any of the articles it is in oratio obliqua. Next, if we examine the paragraphs concerning the chancellor, we must recognise that the oath which he is to take was drafted on some other occasion than the brief article which we would place fourth in the proper order of 6 6 the Provisions." Note the attempt to provide for every eventuality, while there is some effort to soften the language. By the earlier article the chancellor is required not to seal anything " hors de curs par la sule volunte del rei, mes le face par le cunseil ke serra entur le rei." In the later article such things are not to be sealed " sanz le commandement le rei e de sun cunseil ke serra present **-a delicate restatement of the position -while grants of any considerable wardship or sum of money or escheat require the agreement of the Fifteen,' and nothing must be sealed contrary to any ordinance made or to be made by the Twenty-four. Again, the two paragraphs regarding the election of the Fifteen are clearly the work of two occasions ; and that which formed paragraph no. 10 of the Coke Roll must be earlier than the paragraph (no. 19) giving the names of the counciLa Does either text of the " Provisions of Oxford " possess any special authority? There can, of course, be no question of the substantial authenticity of each separate paragraph. In some instances we possess independent official texts of the same documents ; and where we do not, other contemporary evidence is as a rule concl~sive.~ The question we wish to put is whether the Coke text, as we might reconstruct it, is more " official " than the Burton-Tiberius text. Manifestly it is superior in arrangement and, if we are right in our assumption that when it came into Selden's hands it had lost the opening section which we can restore from the Burton-Tiberius text, the Coke text was more complete, since it supplied two additional articles (nos. 2 and 7).
But even so we cannot regard the Coke text as anything more than ordered memoranda prepared for the information of some This is, we think, implied by the words " le assentement del grant cunseil."
In the fourteenth century the term " great council " appears always to indicate the presence of magnates as well as ministers : it is not a common expression in the thirteenth century.
The repetition of the names of the four electors and the method of election indicates that no. 20 with no. 19 once formed an independent document, the whole of which was mechanically copied.
Besides the lists of the Fifteen and the Twelve, the oath of the keepers of castles which is to be found on the Patent Roll (Calendar (1247-58) member or members of the council. In this sense we believe the Coke text to have been official, and we regard the BurtonTiberius original in the same light, the latter being a less carefully compiled document by a less able clerk, but intended to serve a similar purpose. Knowledge of these memoranda was for the few within the government circle and for those to whom they cared to communicate them. That neither text was intended as a public document is practically certain, since, apart from the absence of the " Provisions of Oxford " from any roll of the chancery and exchequer, there is no evidence of such a document in an authoritative form, with preamble or attestation, and this at a time when documents intended for public information were drawn up with careful attention to such clauses.
The " Provisions of Oxford " were not designed, then, to be a permanent record. The purpose of such copies as were made was temporary and practical. By the time the Michaelmas parliament of 1259 had accomplished much of the task that had been begun at Oxford, their immediate interest must have diminished ;
and it may be significant that neither in the Burton-Tiberius text nor in the Coke text can we date any alteration later than the autumn of 1259.l Before many months were over there were no further alterations to make.
Public documents continue regularly to refer to the authority of the magnates of the council until about the end of 1260,a but soon after cease to do so, although a grant is made by their advice on 7 January, 1261; and there seems to be a reference to action 
